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Get them talking with this educational and fun book that explores essential words with colorful

pictures of children's favorite animals.Crystal-clear photos show the wonder of the animal

world, while engaging illustrations tell simple stories that stimulate talking, from a swan with her

baby cygnets to a fish being chased by a smiling (friendly!) shark! Clear word labels encourage

pointing, naming, and talking, aiding in early identification and language skills.With 14 themed

pages covering all the familiar animals little ones are interested in, 100 First Animals is the

perfect first book for parents and babies to share.



parakeets cathamster guinea pig Favorite pets rabbit dog goldfish

Farm animals sheep pig goat ducks donkeychicken cow horse

Big beasts gorilla lionrhinoceroshippopotamusbeargiraffe blue whale elephant

moth caterpillar spider cricket frog Small and tiny sparrow ants worm beetlemouse

Runners and jumpers foxostrichdeer hare wolfkangaroo cheetah

Up in the air bat eagle robin fly butterfly seagulldragonfly

100 First Animals stocks

E. Cardenas, “Not bad. Decent book and phots, last page felt like repeats”

Layne Barker, “Great Book. This book has provided countless hours of fun and learning for our

daughter.”

Secret Star, “Educational and Fun. Super book, children will engage with the attractive animals

whilst learning to identify and read their names.”

Daisy Akinyi, “Perfect for a toddler who is fascinated by animals!. A firm favourite at our house!”

Ionagh mutch, “Book. Came in excellent condition and was not dangerous and my son love this

book”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great learning tool. My 9 month old loves this book and enjoys pointing

at the different animals. UTA's big and colourful with lots of variety.”

Zanell Franz, “Love it. My SON absolutely live this book. Nice hard cover big enough pictures

and easy to read with toddler”

The book by DK has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 72 people have provided feedback.
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